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ABSTRACT 
Radio Frequency identification (RFID) generation 

is very beneficial technology in automation of car 

parking device in mall/constructing. one of the 

hard problems for plenty vehicle owners in big 

towns is in which to park their automobiles. If the 

parking slot is known in advance you possibly can 

shop valuable time and gas wastage. in this studies, 

the person is informed about the parking slot 

availability at a specific parking area. The slot 

availability details are accumulated using an RFID 

device and are updated periodically into the 

database. access-factor and go out-point of the 

parking-masses can be below manage with RFID 

readers, labels and boundaries. since there might 

not be any ready throughout access-factor and exit-

point the pollution problem could be prevented. 

There are three quantities in computerized multi-

storied automobile parking system. they're RFID 

system, automobile raise manage gadget and 

Bluetooth serial gadget. For the RFID device, 

13.fifty six MHz passive reader and tag pairs are 

used. For car raise machine, DC motor drivers 

(L298) and IR impediment sensor are used. DC 

motor drivers are used to correct the remarks 

operation of barrier for vehicle carry and IR 

impediment sensors are used to sense a room 

which become handed through the barrier after 

displaying RFID tag. DC motor drivers and IR 

impediment sensors have been controlled by using 

basic-seasoned software. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Cutting-edge state of affairs highlights an 

increase in population leading to 

increasing in a number of cars, due to 

which, it has grow to be very wi-ficult to 

manage parking machine, mainly wireless 

in wireless, institutes and diverse public 

locations. In India more often than not the 

parking system are human managed 

making it a tedious task to report the 

statistics of each vehicle. It additionally 

weakens the security of the institutes or 

some other public locations. If we have a 

look at approaches to use era to address 

some of the most pressing issues dealing 

with our cities these days, parking is ripe 

for innovation. There are few thrilling 

statistics: wi-first, 20 min is the average 

time spent looking for a parking area 

globally, second, 30% of town visitors 

consists of people seeking out parking, 

1/3, and 60% of drivers have given on an 

interest these days due to wi-fithe issue of 

wi-fi parking. therefore there may be a 

need for an “clever computerized parking 

gadget with the intention to manage the 

record and the security of the gadget”. 

several parking systems exist which 

contain various strategies of computerized 

parking gadget designed the use of 

technologies inclusive of automated 

number Plate reputation-ANPR, RFID, 

RPI, wi-fi sensor community and 

c084d04ddacadd4b971ae3d98fecfb2a 

based totally automatic area reserving 

gadget but face positive problems in 

phrases of energy, cost, wi-fiperformance, 

pace and other outside elements. 

the principle objective is to conquer the 

above trouble so that those systems can 

paintings quicker, accurately with much 

less manpower, person comfort and with 

much less value of protection required. A 

system with much less manpower prices 

much less and additionally becomes 

greater accurate as everything is dealt with 

with the aid of the gadget. “automated 

Parking and security gadget” is a concept 

going to be designed on the way to offer 

safety and decorate control of a parking 

gadget that would be applied anywhere 

and on every occasion required. 

in step with the fast distance wi-wiwireless 

sign, the RFID tag users may be monitored 

inside the wi-fi place. however, most of 

those packages are based totally at the 

indoor environments or be a tiny vicinity 
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service and unbiased of the existed 

machine. In competition to developing 

new execution or provider environment, 

there have been many existed structures or 

programs deployed [1]. 

This undertaking aims at imposing an 

automatic vehicle control gadget using 

radio frequency wireless (RFID) era. This 

automated multi-storied car parking gadget 

will beautify level of embedding the code 

into a tag and assigning the same to 

vehicle. 

the second level is studying the statistics 

from the RFID tag to the RFID reader. 

within the 1/3 level, the information is up 

to date from RFID reader to the Database. 

The wiwireless degree is to maintain a 

tune of vacancies of the parking areas [2]. 

foremost sections on this gadget are -:  

1. PIC microcontroller  

2. RFID  

3. Display section (LCD)  

4. Bluetooth Serial Module  

5. Lift & motor section.  

6. IR Obstacle Sensor  

7. Pneumatic system  

determine 1 indicates ordinary block 

diagrams for car parking system. system is 

composed of a lift to carrying automobile 

and 3 flooring constructing. There are 

three vehicles may be kept in one ground 

as maximum. So, most potential can be 9 

for 3 flooring. First floor, 2d ground and 

1/3 ground are used. So, a RFID card 

protected security is stronger in flooring 

get right of entry to. idea is to use car carry 

with out pass outdoor from vehicle. 

Operator or consumer of parking machine 

needs to forestall get entry to place of 

elevate. 

If raise is loose, car is carried to first 

ground. If first ground is full, second 

ground is automatically chosen by way of 

machine. If lift is busy, an alarm indicated 

that get right of entry to is stopped. 

For getting access to the floors, user must 

enter valid predefined security card 

number with RFID. If wide variety is 

granted, inexperienced LED will mild on 

and automobile might be carried to 

floor.

 
Fig.1.System Block Diagram of 

Automatic Multi-storied Car Parking 

System 

 

SYSTEM DESIGN 

The RFID gadget consists of a reader, and 

RFID tags. each RFID tag information a 

completely unique identity and finite 

records [4]. The tag is precipitated whilst it 

methods the RFID reader. The information 

recorded in the tag is transmitted to the 

RFID reader. A RFID reader will skip the 

signal into the virtual and computing 

content. inside the proposed RFID Parking 

device the RFID reader is deployed at the 

gate. in addition, the RFID tags are placed 

within the automobile. considering the 

practicability, the RFID device ought to 

overcome the accuracy affection of climate 

and sunshade - paster of car, and the RFID 

tag type. when an RFID Parking control 

system user’s car processes the gate, the 

induction and communication between 

RFID tag inside the automobile and 

antenna of RFID machine is routinely 

mounted. Then the reader of RFID 

machine interprets the signal facts to the 

virtual content. parent 2 offers the 

paintings flowchart of the RFID system. 

The identical method can be followed 

whenever the vehicle leaves from a 

parking slot. The person again has to 

swipe the cardboard at the same time as 

popping out of the parking. 
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Fig.2. Work Flow of the system 

 

As shown integrated built-ine 1, the 

development of automatic automobile 

Parkbuilt-ing system built-in two parts: the 

hardware and software implementations. 

both software and hardware could be 

completed integrated p.c 16F887 

microcontroller. The percent 

microcontroller built-into selected for 

reasons of pace memory garage, number of 

I/O ports and virtual ports capability. This 

software is written by basic-pro language 

as it is simple to apprehend than other 

programme integrated languages. % 

16F887 is used to govern all I/O and 

processbuilt-ing. There are nine built-

inputs for IR sensor circuit. vehicle 

detection circuit, floor arrived signal 

circuit and RFID signal from 3 built-inputs 

are connected to RA0~ RA5, RB1~RB3, 

RB0 and RB6. PORTB6 is used for GSM 

cellular.  

For output, PORTD4~D6 are used as LED 

reveal for ready, Busy or complete and 

RFID ok repute. PORTC0~C3, PORTD0, 

D1 and PORTB5, B7 are used for H-

Bridge motor driver manipulate signal.  

RE0, RE1 and RE2 are used as 7-segment 

displays with 74HC595 8-bit registers. 

PORTD2, D3 and PORTC4~C7 are used 

as facts built-inputs for liquid crystal 

display displays.  

built-in design is primarily based on 

virtual control techniques, all I/O ports are 

used as simplest digital ports. Clock 

supply for % is four MHz crystal which 

connected to OSC1 and OSC2 pbuilt-ins.  

22 pF capacitor (C6 and C7) are used to 

solid crystal frequency and to keep away 

from harmonic noises. 

RFID reader reads the identification wide 

variety from the RFID tag. Then, the 

reader sends the identity variety to the 

percent for check Integratedg with the 

database. If the identity number is 

legitimate, the person may be decided on 

the room variety with the cell phone. and 

then, the car is provided that the room 

wide variety may be confirmed at liquid 

crystal display and 7-segments. If the id 

range is integratedvalid, the alarm might 

be opened. p.c 16F887 microcontroller is 

used as manipulate unit. 16F887 

microcontroller built-in forty pbuilt-ins. It 

built-ins a vital Process Integratedg Unit 

(CPU), Random-access memory (RAM), 

built-in-simplest reminiscence (ROM), 

built-in/output (I/O) built-ins, serial and 

parallel ports, timers and built-in other 

7fd5144c552f19a3546408d3b9cfb251 

peripherals which builtintegrated Analog-

to-virtual (A/D) and digital-to-Analog 

(D/A) converters. 

the automatic multi-storied automobile 

park built in built-in built in integrated 

electricity deliver unit, p.c 16F887 and 

different additives. The strength supply 

unit is a built-ination of a four MHz 

crystal,  22pf capacitors. 220V AC enter 

integrated voltage is supplied to the 

strength supply unit and the output is DC 

5V. P integrated 11 and 32 of the percent 

16F887 are related to the VDD whilst 

pintegrated 12 and 31 are connected to the 

floor (VSS). Pintegrated thirteen and 14 

are connected to 20MHz oscillat built-ing 

crystal. built-in this built-in, integrated 

Port D, C and E are used for output p built-

ins and Port A and B are used for built-

input. P built- ins Port B6 and B7 are 

connected to the RFID module. Integrated 

Port B0 and B5 are linked to the Bluetooth 
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Serial module. Port C p built-in zero to 3 

and Port D zero,1 and Port A p built- in 6, 

7 are connected to the L298 motor drivers. 

Port E integrated 0 to 2 are connected to 

the 74HC595 whilst Port D p built- in 2 

and three, Port C p built- in 4 to 7 are 

connected to the lcd as proven integrated 

determ built integrated three. The 5V 

energy deliver is connected to VDD and 

MCLR of the p.c 16F887. 

 
Fig.3.Overall Circuit Diagram of 

Automated Multi-storied Car Parking 

System 

 

RESULTS 

The simulation effects of computerized 

automobile parking system are proven 

whilst RFID card is walking as shown in 

discern four and while Bluetooth serial is 

jogging as proven in 

Figure5.

 
Fig.4.Car parking system with RFID tag 

 
Fig.5.Car parking system with multiple 

storage. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Automatic multi-storied vehicle parks 

affords lower constructing fee according to 

parking slot, as they usually require much 

less building quantity and less floor region 

than a traditional facility with the equal 

potential. however, the value of the 

mechanical device within the constructing 

that is needed to delivery automobiles 

internally desires to be delivered to the 

lower constructing fee to decide the whole 

charges. different charges are typically 

decrease too, as an example there's no 

want for an power in depth ventilating 

device, on the grounds that motors are not 

driven inner and human cashiers or 

security personnel may not be needed. A 

multi-storied vehicle parks offer greatest 

viable flexibility for the belief of optimal 

parking solution. a quick parking programs 

technique in which the motive force does 

now not need to maneuver his vehicle or 

pressure backwards, ensures highest 

consolation and safety. A single raise 

serves 6 to 12 parking areas per level 

taking up at least space. Time-saving 

vertical and horizontal actions take area 

concurrently making sure speedy parking 

and retrieval instances . 
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